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Abstract
Background: Nonadherence among patients with chronic disease continues to be a significant concern, and the use of text
message refill reminders has been effective in improving adherence. However, questions remain about how differences in patient
characteristics and demographics might influence the likelihood of refill using this channel.
Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of an SMS-based refill reminder solution using conversational
artificial intelligence (AI; an automated system that mimics human conversations) with a large Medicare patient population and
to explore the association and impact of patient demographics (age, gender, race/ethnicity, language) and social determinants of
health on successful engagement with the solution to improve refill adherence.
Methods: The study targeted 99,217 patients with chronic disease, median age of 71 years, for medication refill using the mPulse
Mobile interactive SMS text messaging solution from December 2016 to February 2019. All patients were partially adherent or
nonadherent Medicare Part D members of Kaiser Permanente, Southern California, a large integrated health plan. Patients received
SMS reminders in English or Spanish and used simple numeric or text responses to validate their identity, view their medication,
and complete a refill request. The refill requests were processed by Kaiser Permanente pharmacists and support staff, and refills
were picked up at the pharmacy or mailed to patients. Descriptive statistics and predictive analytics were used to examine the
patient population and their refill behavior. Qualitative text analysis was used to evaluate quality of conversational AI.
Results: Over the course of the study, 273,356 refill reminders requests were sent to 99,217 patients, resulting in 47,552 refill
requests (17.40%). This was consistent with earlier pilot study findings. Of those who requested a refill, 54.81% (26,062/47,552)
did so within 2 hours of the reminder. There was a strong inverse relationship (r10=−0.93) between social determinants of health
and refill requests. Spanish speakers (5149/48,156, 10.69%) had significantly lower refill request rates compared with English
speakers (42,389/225,060, 18.83%; X2

1 [n=273,216]=1829.2; P<.001). There were also significantly different rates of refill
requests by age band (X2

6 [n=268,793]=1460.3; P<.001), with younger patients requesting refills at a higher rate. Finally, the
vast majority (284,598/307,484, 92.23%) of patient responses were handled using conversational AI.
Conclusions: Multiple factors impacted refill request rates, including a strong association between social determinants of health
and refill rates. The findings suggest that higher refill requests are linked to language, race/ethnicity, age, and social determinants
of health, and that English speakers, whites, those younger than 75 years, and those with lower social determinants of health
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barriers are significantly more likely to request a refill via SMS. A neural network–based predictive model with an accuracy level
of 78% was used to identify patients who might benefit from additional outreach to narrow identified gaps based on demographic
and socioeconomic factors.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(11):e15771)  doi: 10.2196/15771
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Introduction
Background
Medication nonadherence is when patients are unable to follow
prescribed treatment dose, time of day, and frequency [1]. There
are a range of factors, including patient-related,
physician-related, and health system barriers, that contribute to
nonadherence [2]. Adherence has been shown to have a
significant effect on treatment outcomes [3,4] and has a major
impact in managing chronic conditions such as hypertension,
cardiovascular disease, and diabetes. The Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS) define an adherent patient as
someone whose proportion of days covered is greater or equal
to 80%. Put another way, patients are considered adherent when
they refill often enough to cover 80% or more of their
medication plan as prescribed by their health care provider and
as agreed to by the patient [5]. Dispensing or refill data is
commonly used to compute adherence levels because of the
validity, relative accessibility, and inexpensiveness of such data
[6].

The World Health Organization estimates a medication
nonadherence rate of 50% for patients with 1 or more chronic
conditions [2,7]. This staggering proportion of nonadherence
is estimated to annually cost between 100 to 290 billion dollars
in the United States [8]. Moreover, nonadherence is estimated
to cause approximately 125,000 deaths and at least 10% of
hospitalizations every year [9,10].

Medicare Patients and Adherence
Individuals suffering from multiple chronic conditions and
taking multiple medications are more likely to be nonadherent
[11]. Patients eligible for Medicare, who are individuals older
than 65 years and/or who have a disability, fit this description
of patients at greater risk of nonadherence. Older patients and
those with disabilities have more chronic conditions and are
usually on multiple medications. Of 586 Medicare recipients
offered medication therapy management, 575 (98.1%) completed
a survey that asked questions relating to adherence. Among
those who responded, 406 (69.2%) reported that they took their
medication regularly and as prescribed. Of the remaining 169
(30%), 123 identified forgetfulness as an issue, 18 (11%)
mentioned side effects, and 17 (10%) said the medication was
not needed. Lower adherence rates were associated with
difficulty paying for medication. Finally, subsidy recipients and
non-English speakers were significantly less likely to be
counseled about drug side effects [12].

Use of Mobile Technology for Adherence
In a 2018 press release, the CMS committed to supporting
modern and virtual methods of health care [13]. Furthermore,
in a multinational survey conducted in 2018, 77% of respondents
said the ability to request prescription refills via text message
would increase their likelihood of choosing a health care
provider. This percent is a 10-point increase over a 3-year span
[14]. The Deloitte Center for Health Solutions conducted a
nationally representative survey in which approximately a third
of individuals indicated interest in receiving text messages for
nutrition, exercise, sleep, and stress management [15]. These
trends represent a changing societal landscape, and the health
care field is poised to address this identified need. A recent
interactive mobile solution for appointment reminders within
the Department of Veterans Affairs (VEText) has been used to
send SMS text message reminders to over 6 million veterans
[16,17]. Text messages can also provide links to resources and
reminders toward adopting healthier behaviors. Several
meta-analyses corroborate the effectiveness of SMS for
medication adherence [18-20]. An earlier study by the authors
[21] measured the impact of SMS text reminders on refill rates
of nonadherent and partially adherent Medicare patients with
chronic disease. They found that text reminders increased refill
rates by 14 percentage points compared with those who did not
receive these reminders.

Important to the success of any intervention is its
implementation, scalability, and sustainability [22]. Text
messaging presents an effective, affordable, and scalable tool
[21] that can use conversational AI to greatly impact health
outcomes. More specifically, conversational AI (or
conversational agents) can encourage health care consumers to
engage with systems that imitate human conversations using
text [23,24]. For example, a fully automated conversational AI
system has been used to promote weight loss among overweight
and obese diabetic patients [25]. As conversational agents can
learn over time, interventions with thousands of users can be
used to inform and improve the quality of the conversations,
often within days or weeks. However, there is limited research
currently available on the use of conversational AI within SMS
(and not app-based) messaging for refill adherence.

Social Determinants of Health
The World Health Organization has defined social determinants
of health (SDOH) as the conditions or circumstances in which
people are born, grow, live, work, and age [26]. The most
commonly identified SDOH in the United States are housing,
income, food, transportation, education, race/ethnicity, and
unemployment [27,28]. Despite notable improvements in overall
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health over the past few decades, inequalities of SDOH
contribute to persistent disparities in life expectancy and health
outcomes [29,30].

Social determinants have also been linked to nonadherence, and
a recent study using data from the National Health Interview
Survey found that half of the adults with diabetes perceived
financial stress, while one-fifth reported financial insecurity
and food insecurity [30]. Since SDOH are not always
recognized, they might be overlooked by a clinician in a medical
setting. In a study of patients with chronic disease, two-thirds
of those who reported not taking medications as prescribed due
to cost never shared this with their physician [30,31]. The
National Academy of Medicine has published a framework for
educating health care professionals on the importance of SDOH
[32], but there is still limited research studying the specific ways
in which SDOH pathways interact to impact adherence,
particularly in older populations.

Objectives
A pilot study examining Medicare Part D patients over a period
of 3 months supported the value of using SMS text message
refill reminders to increase medication refill rates [21]. This
study increases the sample size of those receiving SMS refill
reminders to 99,217 Medicare recipients, includes both English
and Spanish language text messages (the pilot used only English
messages), and expands the duration to a 2-year follow-up
period. This analysis focuses on a few different questions:

• First, were the results from the pilot study replicable with
a much larger population using an enhanced version of the
text messaging solution with improved conversational AI?

• Second, is there a relationship between SDOH and refill
request rates, how large is this association, and do SDOH
attenuate the association?

• Third, how do other variations in patient characteristics
(age, gender, ethnicity, and language) moderate and predict

likelihood of requesting a refill using a text message
solution?

Methods
Participants
The SMS refill reminder program began as a 3-month pilot in
December 2016 and was expanded to include multiple regions
within a large integrated health system. The analysis covers a
2-year period from December 2016 to February 2019. It includes
a population of 99,217 English- and Spanish-speaking patients
(median age 71 years) targeted for medication refill by Kaiser
Permanente, Southern California. The Kaiser Permanente,
Southern California, Institutional Review Board determined
that this program did not require review and was exempt.

All patients had Medicare Part D as their pharmacy benefits
and had one or more chronic conditions (diabetes, hypertension,
high cholesterol, and/or anticoagulation). Patients in this
program refilled one or more of the following 4 classes of drugs:
oral diabetes medications, blood pressure medications
(renin-angiotensin system antagonists), statins, and direct oral
anticoagulants (DOAC).

Targeted patients were shared by Kaiser Permanente, Southern
California, in a weekly file, and they had varying levels of
nonadherence. The total number of patients targeted for refill
ranged from 1000 to 9000 patients per month. Note that these
patients were not distinct each month because they could be on
the list several times in a year. Patient records included first
name, date of birth (DOB), gender, spoken language, address,
race/ethnicity, mobile phone number, opt-in status, and refill
drug(s). These fields, when available, were used for all analysis.

Tables 1 and 2 provide age and race/ethnicity breakdowns for
this group.

Table 1. Age of text messaging group.

Reminders, n (%)Patients, n (%)Age band (years)

20,883 (7.64)6344 (6.39)<60

13,806 (5.05)4502 (4.54)60-65

79,349 (29.03)29,600 (29.83)65-70

75,902 (27.77)27,201 (27.42)70-75

42,221 (15.44)15,039 (15.16)75-80

22,247 (8.14)7899 (7.96)80-85

14,385 (5.26)5458 (5.50)>85

4563 (1.67)3174 (3.20)Unspecified

273,356 (100)99,217 (100)Total
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Table 2. Race/ethnicity of text messaging group.

Reminders, n (%)Patients, n (%)Race/ethnicity

81,544 (29.83)30,683 (30.93)White

67,266 (24.60)21,841 (22.01)Hispanic/Latino

28,365 (10.38)9124 (9.20)Black/African American

23,870 (8.73)8705 (8.77)Asian

3812 (1.39)1372 (1.38)Other/mixed

68,499 (25.06)27,492 (28.71)Unspecified/unknown

273,356 (100)99,217 (100)Total

Procedure
The intervention used the mPulse Mobile platform to deliver
SMS text messages to patients. Patients in the text messaging
group received a refill reminder dialogue that consisted of a
series of messages written at a sixth-grade readability level.

Text message refill reminders were sent out on a weekly basis
to patients who were due for a refill. The first message was a
greeting, reminding patients that they were due for a refill. They
were then prompted to validate their DOB (to ensure the person
was the intended recipient of the reminder) by choosing from
one of five options. If the patient validated their DOB
successfully, they could then view their medication(s) due for
refill and the last filling pharmacy. Patients did not get a second
chance if they did not validate correctly. In those cases, a
member from the pharmacy staff would reach out to discuss
barriers to nonadherence and/or complete the refill by phone.
As part of the refill workflow, patients could select whether to
receive their medication by mail (this was added as an option

in May 2018) or to pick up their medication(s) at a Kaiser
Permanente outpatient pharmacy. They could also change their
default pickup pharmacy. Pharmacy staff who were located at
a central location were involved with managing the responses
that came back from the patients. These patient responses were
categorized as “Refill request,” “Barriers,” “Date of birth issue,”
“Free text response,” “Side effects,” “Change Pharmacy,” and
“Help.”

As in the pilot study [21], we used mPulse Mobile’s Engagement
Console to support the pharmacy staff. This Web-based user
interface allows users to quickly identify and prioritize
subgroups of patients (as described above) for quicker follow-up.

Figure 1 provides a view of the refill reminder message flow
and the various steps or options within this dialogue. The initial
step reminds the patients to refill the medication(s) and requests
that they respond with the structured options “1” to continue
or “2” to end. However, in some instances, patients respond
with unstructured responses such as “I’ve already refilled” or
“No thanks.”

Figure 1. Overview of message flow within refill dialogue.

A patient would receive a maximum of 3 messages if they did
not respond (initial reminder, 2-hour reminder, and 24-hour
reminder). The patient could opt out at any point during the
messaging flow, and no subsequent messages would be sent.

Conversational AI was developed and used within the solution
to also automatically process the following types of unstructured
responses and patient requests:
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• Patient wants to unsubscribe from texting program but does
not reply “STOP” or 7867 (patients with older phones could
use number keys to correspond to letters).

• Patient confirms intent to request a refill by using an
unexpected phrase.

• Patient is experiencing side effects and might require
medical attention.

• Patient wants to change pharmacy location where they wish
to pick up the refill.

• Patient does not want to refill and provides a reason for not
refilling.

• Patient requests help or wants additional information.
• Patient provides correct DOB instead of selecting a numeric

option.
• Patient wants to switch language (English to Spanish or

vice-versa).

For purposes of the qualitative analysis, each response was
strictly coded as structured or unstructured. A response was
considered structured if it exactly matched any of the following
strings: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7867, and case insensitive versions of
AYUDA, HELP, MAIL, RESUB, STOP, and STOPALL). All
other responses were coded as unstructured.

Two coders classified each conversational AI rule using the
description within the solution (eg, DOB validation and change
order). There were a total of 75 conversational AI rules. These
individual rules were then combined into 13 broader “rule type”
categories: initial reply, refill process, change pharmacy, DOB
validation, barriers, payment, subscription, language change,
member information, acknowledgment, feedback, help, and did
not understand. All rules belonged to the 13 rule types, and any
ambiguity about rule type were resolved by discussion and
agreement between the two coders.

An internally developed SDOH index was used to understand
how unmet needs might impact patient refill behavior. When
patient address was available, an SDOH index was computed.
Multimedia Appendix 1 outlines the factors that were used to
compute the SDOH index and to create low, medium, and high
SDOH clusters.

A neural network multilayer perceptron (MLP) model was used
to perform predictive analysis on factors that might impact refill
requests.

Results
The results of the scaled intervention are summarized in 3 parts:
(1) a replication of the analysis performed in the pilot study;
(2) results of subgroup exploratory analysis, including the use
of an SDOH index and a predictive model; and (3) a qualitative
analysis of the use and value of conversational AI and
interactivity.

Part 1: Analysis of Scaled Program
A total of 273,356 SMS reminders were sent over a 2-year
period to 99,217 Medicare Part D patients who had opted in to
texting. In response, 17.40% (47,552/273,356) refills were
requested. Figure 2 shows the conversion funnel from reminder
to refill request.

DOB validation was a necessary step to view the refill
information, and this step resulted in a drop-off (DOB validation
failures or did not attempt) of 6.55% (6288/95,121). Of those
who requested a refill, 54.81% did so within 2 hours after
receiving the initial reminder (N=26,062/47,552). As displayed
in Figure 3, there are spikes in refill activity immediately after
the initial message (“0”), after the 2-hour reminder (“2”), and
the 24-hour reminder (“24”).

Figure 2. Conversion of refill reminder to refill request. DOB: date of birth.
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Figure 3. Refills requests by hour from initial reminder.

Part 2: Exploratory Subgroup Analysis
We present the following subgroup analysis using 4 variables:
SDOH, language, race/ethnicity, and age (gender did not have
a significant moderating effect on refill rates).

Social Determinants of Health Analysis
Patients were grouped into 10 evenly spaced SDOH bands from
0 to 100. Refill requests were very highly inversely correlated
with SDOH bands (r=−0.93), as shown in Figure 4.

To further understand the impact of SDOH on refill process,
we grouped the SDOH bands further into 3 SDOH clusters

(high, medium, and low) using k-means clustering as described
further in Multimedia Appendix 1.

As can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 5, the negative correlation
of refill request rates to SDOH index is driven primarily by the
initial response rates (ie, after receiving the “Welcome” message
in Figure 1, the patient confirms their intent to move forward
in the dialogue). The difference in average SDOH between those
who reply and do not reply was statistically significant
(t252,834=−55.07; P<.001), but there was no impact of SDOH
for refill requests after the patient engages with the initial text
message (t87,234=1.71; P=.09). In other words, once a patient is
willing to engage with the texting program, they request refills
at the same rate regardless of SDOH levels.

Figure 4. Refill rates versus social determinants of health bands.
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Table 3. Refill request rate for text message group by social determinants of health level.

Percent of responders who requested refill, n (%)Percent who responded, n (%)Refill dialogues, NSocial determinants of health

23,623 (49.27)47, 949 (38.54)124,423Low (0-52.8)

15,464 (50.28)30,755 (32.55)94,489Medium (52.8-86.1)

4357 (51.07)8532 (25.15)33,924High (86.1-100)

Figure 5. Social determinants of health impact on response rates and percentage of responders who request refill. SDOH: social determinants of health.

Spanish Versus English
Spanish-speaking patients had significantly lower refill request
rates (5149/48,156, 10.69%) compared with English-speaking
patients (42,389/225,060, 18.83%; X2

1, [n=273,216]=1829.2;
P<.001). As with SDOH impact, the initial response rates also
vary by spoken language, where Spanish-speaking patients
(8984/48,156, 18.66%) were far less likely to engage with text
messaging than English-speaking patients (86,105/225,060,
38.26%; X2

1, [n=225,060]=6716.9; P<.001).

Interestingly, a difference in refill request rates by language
after the patient engaged with the reminder shows that
Spanish-speaking patients request refills at a higher rate
compared with English-speaking patients once they engage
(5149/8984, 57.31% vs 42,386/86,105, 49.22%; X2

1
[n=95,089]=212.5; P<.001).

We used a pointwise biserial correlation (point biserial
correlation rpb=0.27; P<.001; N=252,696) to find that higher
SDOH values are correlated with Spanish language preference.
Spanish speakers (N=44,869) had a higher average SDOH of
71.78 as compared with English speakers’ (N=207,827) average
of 55.65 (t =151.39; P<.001).

Age
Younger patients were significantly more likely to reply and
request refills compared with older patients (t83,415=−43.30;
P<.001). The older age group (75 years and older) responded
at a rate of 29.84%, whereas patients younger than 45 years
responded at a rate of 47.81%. There were also significantly
different rates of refill requests by age band (X2

7
[n=268,793]=1460.3; P<.001), with younger patients requesting
refills at a higher rate, as shown in Table 4. We do see a spike
in refill requests in the 85+ years group, and this suggests that
caregivers or family members might be more actively assisting
patients in this age band.
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Table 4. Response and refill request rates by age.

Request rate, %Refills requested, nDate of birth valida-
tion, n

Responded, nRefill dialogues, NAge band (years)

25.2752778929938820,883<60

20.3428085061544413,80660-65

18.9215,01427,78729,62579,34965-70

16.4112,45823,94925,70775,90270-75

14.45610311,781127,73242,22175-80

13.6630395780625622,24780-85

16.3423514242453814,385>85

10.98501136414314563Unspecified

17.4047,55288,89395,121273,356Total

Does Race/Ethnicity Have an Influence on Engagement
and Refill Request Rates?
Patient race/ethnicity had a significant effect on initial response
rates (X2

4 [n=204,857]=5282.40; P<.001). Patients who
identified as white responded at the highest rate (34,134/81,544,

41.86%), whereas Hispanic/Latino patients had the lowest
response rate (16,700/67,266, 24.83%). Once someone did
respond, race/ethnicity did not influence whether they refilled
or not (X2

4 [n=68,329]=2.37; P=.07), as reflected in Table 5
and Figure 6.

Table 5. Response and refill request rates by race/ethnicity.

Request rate, %Refills requested, nDate of birth validation,
n

Responded, nRefill dialogues, NRace/ethnicity

13.8132966233669523,870Asian

12.95871115,43016,70067,266Hispanic/Latino

16.5046788751947628,365Black/African American

17.10652121613243812Other/mixed

20.3016,55732,18134,13481,544White

Figure 6. Impact of race/ethnicity on response rates and percentage of responders who request refill.

Predictive Model to Improve Refill Adherence
An in-depth analysis of the results revealed that the reply rate
was the most important variable that we could influence to drive
refill rates. After replying to the reminder, about half of the

patients continue the conversation to validate their DOB and
then request a refill of their medication(s), while the other half
drop off and do not engage further.

As we were uncertain of the interaction of age, gender, SDOH,
language, and race/ethnicity and how they moderate reply rates,
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we built a machine learning model using these factors as inputs
to predict those least likely to reply. We trained a supervised
model to predict reply likelihood based on known attributes.
The model consisted of a neural network multilayer perceptron
(MLP) with 24 input units, 10 hidden units, and a single output
unit (to represent reply likelihood). The training set consisted
of 70% of the available data, and model validation was done
with the remaining 30%. The input vector consisted of features
representing age, race/ethnicity, gender, SDOH, language, drug
class, etc. We selected the most discriminative features to avoid
overfitting and to reduce multicollinearity and redundancy in
the feature space, and we used one-hot encoding to ensure
uniform scale across features. Finally, we excluded rows with
incomplete values. Each data row represented an instance of a
unique series of events after a reminder was sent to a patient.
This meant that if a member had been contacted 3 times to refill
a drug and they only replied twice, the “reply” value would now
be 0.66. This solved the problem of contradictory data and also
converted the reply variable into a continuous variable
representing reply likelihood.

Optimizing the Model to Predict Those Least Likely to
Engage and Request Refill
To develop an approach to impact refill adherence, we wanted
to first maximize the prediction accuracy for patients who were
not likely to reply at all. We were less concerned about
prediction accuracy for patients who were likely to engage and
request refills. For the model to have value in an applied setting,
we wanted to capture as many patients who were not likely to
engage and might require additional support to request a refill.
Figure 7 contains a visual representation of the confusion matrix,
which highlights only those predictions that relate to nonreplying
members.

To address these dual objectives (accurately predicting those
who require outreach while maximizing the number of people
who require outreach), we found a cut-off of 37% predicted
likelihood of replying as a good threshold. This means that a
patient whose predicted likelihood is less than 37% should fall
into a category of requiring additional outreach. In summary,
we can identify over 66% of those requiring outreach (because
they will not reply) at a model accuracy of 78%.

Figure 7. Minimizing the number of false positives.

Part 3: Qualitative Analysis of the Usefulness of
Conversational Artificial Intelligence
Our solution incorporated conversational AI (CAI) and natural
language understanding (NLU) to provide a robust and
successful interactive experience that ensures that the patient
is able to request their refill as quickly and conveniently as
possible.

We performed a qualitative analysis of all patient responses to
evaluate whether the more complex capabilities of CAI and
NLU were necessary and helpful for a better patient experience.
As part of this analysis, we coded 307,484 responses as either
structured or unstructured (as described in the Methods section).

Of the 307,484 responses that we received during the study
period, only 7.77% (n=23,886) were not understood by the CAI.
Table 6 provides a breakdown of structured and unstructured
responses as well as the steps in the refill reminder dialogue

where they typically occurred. All unstructured responses shown
in Table 6 were understood by the CAI engine, which triggered
the appropriate replies.

There were several instances when asked to provide structured
response (eg, text 1 to view the medication), a member replies
with additional information (eg, “1 – I only took this medication
for 1 day and it caused great muscle pain. In the meantime, my
cholesterol levels are now below 200”). Similarly, when asked
to validate DOB by choosing from 1 of the 3 options, members
will choose a number but also input the DOB as in “1 -
1950-05-30.” The system was largely successful in recognizing
responses and accurately categorizing them. In Table 7, we
present additional examples where the CAI was successful.

Textbox 1 includes a few sample responses that we failed to
understand but could have handled appropriately if the patient
had responded when expected or provided more context. In
summary, our results indicate that despite the overall high
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accuracy (over 92%) of handling patient responses by the CAI,
there are a number of instances (almost 8%) that were not

handled at all, and in these cases, the patient was informed that
the system was unable to understand their message.

Table 6. Counts of the type of responses that were handled by the conversational artificial intelligence (CAI).

Total, n (%)Unstructured responsesStructured responsesRole of CAI

284,598 (92.23)11,234272,364Supported by CAI

23,886 (7.77)20,8853001CAI could not handle

307,484 (100)32,119 (10.45)275,365 (89.55)Total

Table 7. Examples of unstructured patient messages when the conversational artificial intelligence successfully understood the message.

Response categorySample patient responses

Side effect barrier“1-I only took this medication for 1 day and it caused great muscle pain. In the meantime my cholesterol levels are now
below 200”

Side effect barrier“1/2 tablet twice or thrice weekly. Changed on 6/25/18 due to recurring muscle pain and Dr XXXX concurred”

Side effect barrier“Both kinds of pain. I can’t walk very far if i take too many so I’ve cut it to 1/4th and then when it geta to bad i stop it
for a few days.”

Side effect barrier“Caused pain on calvrs so bad i could not walk”

Side effect barrier“Doctor took me off medication because of too much muscle pain”

Side effect barrier“I cant take a Statin It gives me terrible muscle pain and I cant sleep !!!! No.”

Side effect barrier“I have reported to my previous primary and his medical assistant...that the dosage prescribed gave me leg cramps and
pain...I agreed to take half a pi”

Cost barrier“Do not have the money right now to fill it will refill it a when I have the funds”

Cost barrier“Don’t have money right now”

Cost barrier“Don’t have the extra money till the first.”

Cost barrier“Don’t have the money yet to refill but plan on refilling soon”

Cost barrier“Filling px on the military base at no cost”

“1”“1 (one)”

“1”“1 (sent with Invisible Ink)”

“1”“1 proceed to refill”

“1”“1 refill”

“1”“1-”
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Textbox 1. Sample of unstructured patient messages when the conversational AI responded to patients that it did not understand their message.

Sample patient responses

“0 - This has already been ordered last weekend!”

“2 cuando lo recojo?”

“2 my body can’t tolerate this drug”

“A refill is not needed until the end of march.”

“Already ordered online”

“Cancel rx change”

“Doctor has lowered dosage from prescribed amount. Doctor needs to update prescription.”

“I am in San Diego now”

“I am out of the country”

“I need talk to Sam body”

“I want to talk to my doctor first.”

“Random”

“Still have full bottle of 60. Will order later.”

“What medication??”

Discussion
Principal Findings
We found that the refill request rates reported in the pilot study
with English speakers [21] could be replicated at scale. The
results in this study confirm and replicate the pilot results and
reveal that, even after significant expansion of the population
(scaled to over 7 times the initial group size and with the
addition of Spanish speakers), the solution was effective in
moving patients through the text dialogue to quickly complete
a refill request. Pilot refill request rates of 18.1% were closely
mirrored (17.40%), or even higher when limited to requests by
English speakers (18.83%). Expanding the capabilities to include
Spanish speakers was an important feature that is not commonly
available in other texting solutions.

On the basis of the results in the previous section, we found that
patients are not equally likely to request a refill. The findings
suggest that good refill adherence is linked to language,
race/ethnicity, age, and SDOH and that English speakers, white
patients, those younger than 75 years, and those with lower
SDOH barriers have significantly higher odds of requesting a
refill via SMS. We studied these associations and developed a
tool and approach that can be used for future outreach to narrow
identified gaps based on demographic and socioeconomic factors
and to increase overall refill adherence.

Finally, we wanted to evaluate the impact of the conversational
AI engine, which is not typically found in other health care
texting solutions. The results indicate that patients needed
conversational AI as they traversed the refill reminder dialogue,
and as health care consumers become more comfortable and
familiar with artificial intelligence–based agents and chatbots,
this expectation will only increase.

To our knowledge, no other published study (other than the
study by Brar Prayaga et al [21]) has reported a refill adherence

solution with results at scale [20]. The closest comparable
solution with a large volume of patients is the VEText system
for appointment reminders offered by the Department of
Veterans Affairs, and we look forward to an in-depth study of
that solution.

Understanding Who Engages and Requests a
Medication Refill
As our results indicate, we have identified several associations
between factors that impact a patient’s likelihood to reply to
the reminder and continue on to request a refill via SMS text
messaging. These include language, SDOH, age, and
race/ethnicity. For example, Spanish speakers were much less
likely to engage with the reminder at all and, therefore, requested
refills at a significantly lower rate of 10.69%, compared with
English speakers at 18.83%. Note that for purposes of this text
message solution, we messaged all patients in English (including
those with a preferred language of Tagalog, Mandarin, etc in
their health record) unless they had a preferred language of
Spanish. Patients who identified as Hispanic/Latino had the
lowest refill request rates of 12.95%, followed by Asian
(13.81%), black (16.50%), and white (20.30%). Interestingly,
neighborhood-based SDOH levels were highly correlated with
patient language (English/Spanish), and patients with high
SDOH barriers had significantly lower refill request rates of
12.84%, compared with medium SDOH (16.37%) and low
SDOH levels (18.99%), as shown in Figure 5. Finally, younger
patients were significantly more likely to reply and request
refills compared with older patients. We believe these
associations and effects should be addressed and have developed
a predictive tool to help improve overall refill adherence rates
for Medicare D patients.

Using a Predictive Model to Assign Resources
A key goal is to increase the initial reply rate, and we were most
interested in uncovering the population (roughly two-thirds)
who were unlikely to engage at all. We found that the predictive
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model is able to accurately (>78%) pinpoint a high percentage
(>66%) of patients who will not engage with an SMS text
reminder to request a refill. This can be used as a valuable tool
by a health provider or pharmacy to proactively communicate
with populations who are least likely to complete a refill request.
While current outreach methods to encourage adherence, such
as phone calls by pharmacy staff or automated interactive voice
response calls, are typically more costly and time consuming
[21,33], a targeted approach using the predictive model could
optimize limited staff resources.

Addressing Barriers to Improve Refill Adherence
Another recommendation is to reduce the initial barriers or
unwillingness to engage with the program. For example, lack
of familiarity with texting or mistrust of the channel, especially
among older patients, could be addressed with more tailored
versions of the initial reminder that alleviate possible unease
with using SMS text messaging to complete a refill transaction.

Similarly, health plans and providers could provide supplemental
resources (such as an informational video to explain the process
for requesting a refill via text message and to address any
specific concerns of Spanish speakers), and the text dialogue
could link to these resources. It might also be beneficial to add
multilanguage support to expand beyond English and Spanish.
In addition, as cost can be a barrier to refill for patients,
especially for those with high SDOH levels, the text message
dialogue could remind patients that, for instance, mail order
refills are incentivized (eg, “did you know that if you order by
mail you can get a 3-month supply of medication for the cost
of a 2-month supply?”).

We also found that for a large percentage of refill reminders
(15.75%, n=14,005), patients start the refill process (ie, view
medication and validate their DOB) and then share a barrier or
other concern that causes them to drop out of the process. There
were an additional 10,192 instances where patients shared a
reason for not refilling in other parts of the conversational flow.
These barriers include a wide range of topics such as cost, side
effects, already refilled, still have sufficient medication, do not
want to refill, and taking differently than prescribed. We are
sharing this response data with Kaiser Permanente, Southern
California, and they are continuing to find ways to address these
issues and follow-up with patients as required.

The Role of Conversational Artificial Intelligence
Conversational AI was helpful in moving patients through the
refill dialogue using mostly structured inputs almost 90% of
the time. Although complex conversational AI was not essential
for driving outcomes (validating DOB, completing refill, etc),
it played an important role in keeping the conversation going
when patients engaged using unprompted or unstructured
messages (“Caused pain on calvrs so bad I could not walk
[sic]”). In this example, it is recognizing the patient’s expressed
concern as a side effect, thereby allowing the member to respond
as they see fit to continue the conversation instead of being
constrained by a rigid structure. This model of primarily relying
on prompted responses and also understanding those cases where
users want to go outside a closed response set allows the user
to control the flow of the conversation in keeping with Grice’s

Maxim of Manner [34]. Press releases relating to the recent
launch of VEText [16] suggest a significant impact on
appointment no-show rates at scale (there is no peer-reviewed
study on the solution currently available, but the press release
reported a no-show reduction from 13.7% to 11.7%, N not
reported). The system requires users to only use prompted and
structured alphanumeric responses, such as R2 and K3 [17].
While the details of the VEText solution are unclear, support
for unstructured responses (estimating 10% based on our results)
using conversational AI would likely improve user experience
as well as overall outcomes. We believe this hybrid approach
of supporting dual modes of interaction will support a fluid and
frictionless conversation to enable task completion and allows
a more empathetic exchange with the health care partner.
Finally, while our accuracy rate of conversational AI was over
92%, we continue to explore ways to improve the system. A
review of the literature using conversational AI reveals that the
focus area is limited in scale and tends to be restricted to apps
[24] and not SMS.

It is unclear why there is limited adoption of conversational AI
within SMS text messaging as this is a channel with potential
to reach all segments of the population. This study is unique in
analyzing a text messaging and conversational AI solution at
scale that allows elderly populations to easily and conveniently
request their medication refills.

Limitations
The findings of this study have to be seen in light of some
limitations. The study was not a randomized controlled trial,
and there is the possibility of selection bias. Due to regulations
within the wireless communication industry and the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act, we must have prior consent before
messaging patients, and this constraint applies to any automated
text messaging solution. As a result, the study targeted only
those patients who had already opted into digital engagement.
As the messaging program requires that patients have a mobile
number with a texting plan, patients with only landline numbers
were excluded. The nontext group received phone call outreach
as part of the standard of care. However, we have already
demonstrated the value and incremental benefit of SMS text
reminders as compared with phone reminders [21], and this was
not a focus of the study.

Using bivariate analyses can inflate the type 1 error, and this is
a limitation. At the same time, we attempted to address this
issue by using a neural network predictive model, which is a
form of multivariate regression and can reduce the impact of
multicollinearity. In addition, we did not address the impact of
multiple reminders over time—that is, does a patient who
requests a refill after receiving a reminder, and later becomes
nonadherent again, continue this positive behavior upon
receiving a future reminder?

Finally, the solution described in this study is a commercial
system offered by mPulse Mobile with a licensing fee. We are
unable to share financial benefits of using the system, such as
operational efficiencies, health savings, and reimbursement
revenue from improved adherence, as this information is
proprietary and confidential. At the same time, we cannot
disclose solution costs (such as messaging costs, license fees,
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and implementation costs). However, the overall financial gains
from using the refill reminder solution were greater than system
costs.

Conclusions
Overall, this study indicates that there are sharp differences in
likelihood to reply to a refill reminder and complete a refill
request via SMS based on demographic and socioeconomic
factors. We found a strong association between refill request
rates and patient language, age, race/ethnicity, and SDOH levels,
and these differences may contribute to health disparities and

impact health outcomes in Medicare patients. Using a predictive
and innovative model to target patients least likely to engage
with the SMS solution and crafting a tailored mobile
communication and conversational AI strategy could reduce
these inequalities and improve refill adherence. We will continue
to refine our solution and optimize our predictive model to
validate our results and hope to be able to address disparities
and drive even stronger outcomes. Finally, we believe that, to
ensure the success of a text messaging solution and yield similar
results, message tone and content, ease of use, level of tailoring,
and quality of conversational AI are important considerations.
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This study is part two of a two part study conducted over two years.  
Please continue reading for part one, released January 2018.
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Abstract
Background: Nonadherence is a major concern in the management of chronic conditions such as hypertension, cardiovascular
disease, and diabetes where patients may discontinue or interrupt their medication for a variety of reasons. Text message reminders
have been used to improve adherence. However, few programs or studies have explored the benefits of text messaging with older
populations and at scale. In this paper, we present a program design using tailored and interactive text messaging to improve refill
rates of partially adherent or nonadherent Medicare members of a large integrated health plan.
Objective: The aim of this 3-month program was to gain an understanding of whether tailored interactive text message dialogues
could be used to improve medication refills in Medicare patients with one or more chronic diseases.
Methods: We used the mPulse Mobile interactive text messaging solution with partially adherent and nonadherent Medicare
patients (ie, over age 65 years or younger with disabilities) of Kaiser Permanente Southern California (KP), a large integrated
health plan, and compared refill rates of the text messaging group (n=12,272) to a group of partially adherent or nonadherent
Medicare patients at KP who did not receive text messages (nontext messaging group, n=76,068). Both groups were exposed to
other forms of refill and adherence outreach including phone calls, secure emails, and robo-calls from December 2016 to February
2017.
Results: The text messaging group and nontext messaging group were compared using an independent samples t test to test
difference in group average of refill rates. There was a significant difference in medication refill rates between the 2 groups, with
a 14.07 percentage points higher refill rate in the text messaging group (P<.001).
Conclusions: The results showed a strong benefit of using this text messaging solution to improve medication refill rates among
Medicare patients. These findings also support using interactive text messaging as a cost-effective, convenient, and user-friendly
solution for patient engagement. Program outcomes and insights can be used to enhance the design of future text-based solutions
to improve health outcomes and promote adherence and long-term behavior change.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2018;6(1):e30)   doi:10.2196/mhealth.8930

KEYWORDS
patient activation; patient engagement; medication adherence; refill management; text messaging; interactive; NLP; Medicare;
disease management; technology acceptability model
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Introduction
Overview
Patient nonadherence affects 50% to 60% of chronically ill
patients, and the cost of medication-related hospitalizations is
$100 billion annually [1-3]. It is also associated with poor
outcomes and progression of disease causing approximately
125,000 deaths and at least 10% of hospitalizations every year
[4]. Seniors take an average of 7 medications per day,
representing the highest number of prescribed medications for
any age group [5].

Nonadherence is a major concern in the management of chronic
conditions such as hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and
diabetes where patients may discontinue or interrupt their
medication for a variety of reasons. Patients are considered
adherent when they take their medications (dose, time,
frequency) as prescribed by their health care provider and as
agreed to by the patient. Medicare populations adherence rates
are often measured by pharmacy refill rates. The Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) uses the proportion of
days covered (PDC), developed by Pharmacy Quality Alliance,
to calculate adherence. Based on this, a patient who has a PDC
rate of at least 80% is considered to be adherent.

Adherence is a particularly difficult problem among Medicare
populations, and adherence rate is a key metric used by CMS
to measure quality of a managed care plan. Approximately 32%
of Medicare Part D patients are nonadherent to their diabetes,
hypertension, and cholesterol medications [6]. Reasons for
nonadherence may include side effects of the drug, cost of the
drug, lack of perceived benefit, and/or forgetfulness.

Use of Mobile Technology for Adherence
Studies and surveys are finding that digital health is not reaching
most seniors, especially where there are socioeconomic
disparities [7]. Among seniors who are identified as tech-savvy,
70% of those surveyed believe it’s important to be able to
request prescription refills electronically, but fewer than half
(46%) say they can do so today [8]. On researching mobile
phone device ownership among seniors, we learned that while
78% of Americans aged 65 years and older own a mobile phone,
only 34% own a smartphone [9,10]. We estimated smartphone
ownership to be even lower among Medicare populations aged
65 years and older.

Text messaging using SMS (short message service) is
ubiquitous, highly accessible, affordable, and commonly used
across all income levels. It is also an effective channel for
continuing to engage individuals in their health care once they
leave the doctor’s office. Interactive text dialogues provide an
opportunity for patients and health plan members to tap into
health care resources and get support for healthy behaviors and
long-term behavior change. Several studies have found that text
messaging may serve as a scalable and effective means to
improve medication adherence in chronic disease populations
[11,12]. While there has been an interest in developing health
technologies such as reminder applications [13-16] or automated
phone reminders for older populations [17], a review of the
literature reveals that very few programs have explored using

text messaging with seniors to improve medication refill
adherence [18,19].

We determined at the outset that since the target users for the
program were an older and/or disabled population on Medicare,
it would be important to focus on usability (ie, ease of use) and
simplicity (ie, design for basic feature mobile phone instead of
smartphone). We used Davis’ technology acceptance model
(TAM) [20] as a guide to predict and optimize user acceptance
of our solution as a viable and dynamic channel for interactive
communication [21]. Therefore, our content strategy focused
on usefulness and ease of use by providing simple instructions
for authentication and task completion [22].

Objectives
The program objectives were to assess the impact of an
interactive and easy-to-use text messaging solution on
medication refills and pharmacy operations and efficiencies.
The target population consisted of partially adherent and
nonadherent Medicare patients of a large integrated health plan
(Kaiser Permanente Southern California, or KP) with 1 or more
chronic diseases.

Our hypothesis was that patients receiving text message refill
reminders (text messaging group) in addition to existing outreach
would have a higher medication refill rate compared to the group
that did not receive text messages (nontext messaging group).

Methods
Participants
The program began on December 7, 2016. All patients were
Medicare members of KP with 1 or more chronic conditions
(diabetes, hypertension, and/or high cholesterol). Patients in
this program would be refilling 1 or more of the following 3
classes of drugs: oral diabetes medications, blood pressure
medications (renin-angiotensin system antagonists), and statins.

There were approximately 5000 to 14,000 patients each week
on the list who required pharmacy follow-up. These patients
were pulled from 3 separate KP lists: (1) New Start: patients
who filled their medication the first time in the calendar year
and had a day supply remaining (DSR) of 0 to 30 days, (2) Near
Goal: patients whose DSR ranged from –7 to 7 days and PDC
ranged from 78% to 85%, and (3) Nonadherent: patients who
had 2 fills within the calendar year and need to refill their
medication by a specific date (Nonadherent date) in order to
have a chance to improve their PDC to 80% or higher. The
Nonadherent list patients were messaged in month 1 (December
2016) only.

Patients were divided into 2 groups:

1. Text message group (12,272/88,340, 13.89%): those who
had opted in to receive text messages (as recorded within
the health system’s electronic medical records [EMR]) and
were on the weekly list for pharmacy follow-up (1000 to
4000 patients per week). These patients received text
messages reminding them to refill their prescriptions. This
group consisted of 12,272 patients who had opted in to
receive text messages and did in fact receive text messages
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over the course of the program. Table 1 provides age and
race/ethnicity breakdowns for this group.

2. Nontext message group (76,068/88,340, 86.11%): those
who had not opted in to receive text messages or there was
no indication of an opt-in (as recorded within the health
system’s EMR) and were on the weekly list for pharmacy
follow-up (4000 to 10,000 patients per week). This group
consisted of 76,068 patients who did not receive text
messages over the course of the program.

The text messaging group was one-fifth the size of the nontext
messaging group because we were targeting only those Medicare
patients who had opted in to receive text messages from KP.
Both groups also received usual care which included phone
calls and/or robo-calls reminding them to refill their
prescriptions.

The Kaiser Permanente Southern California Institutional Review
Board determined that this program did not involve human
subject research and review was not necessary.

Procedure

Solution Overview
The mPulse Mobile platform delivers text messages to patients
and members on behalf of health care companies. The platform

consists of several components that together enable companies
to interactively engage with their end-users about appointments,
refills, gaps in care, or other health-related topics. Patients in
the text messaging group received a refill reminder dialogue
that consisted of a series of messages. All messages were written
at a 6th grade readability level. The first message was a greeting
reminding them that they were due for a refill. They were then
prompted to enter their date of birth to authenticate and view
their refill order (Figure 1).

Upon confirmation of the order by the patient, the KP pharmacy
received a notification, and a KP pharmacist would process the
refill and use the mPulse Engagement Console to inform the
patient when it would be ready for pickup. Patients who did not
respond to the initial message in the dialogue would receive
follow-up reminders 2 hours later and again 24 hours later. They
would then be moved through the same process (authentication,
confirming refill order, etc). After confirmation of the order,
there was no further communication with the patient. However,
a small subset of patients was messaged again in a later dialogue
because they failed to refill again the following month. A more
detailed view of the dialogues and the process is provided in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of text messaging group.

Value, %Characteristic

Age, years

13.2Under 65

39.765-70

24.170-75

18.975-85

4.1Over 85

Race/ethnicity

41.6White

30.0Hispanic/Latino

14.7Black/African American

10.9Asian/native Hawaiian

2.75Unknown

Figure 1. Overview of message flow within refill dialogue.
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Figure 2. Engagement Console used to process refill requests and address other concerns via text.

Patients could move through the dialogue and authenticate their
date of birth, complete a refill, ask for help, share reasons why
they had not refilled already, or choose to opt out by using
numeric or textual responses on their phone. The simplicity of
the process allowed older users, who might also be more likely
to have mobile phones instead of smartphones, to express their
preferences and complete the process very easily.

If patients responded that they were experiencing side effects;
did not believe the medication was helping them; wanted to
change their medication, dose, or pharmacy; or had other
concerns that might require follow-up, mPulse Mobile sent a
daily list of members with pending questions or issues to the
KP pharmacy for follow-up.

Dialogue Initiation
Refill dialogues were initiated at 10 am every Wednesday and
Thursday to allow for a reasonable time frame within which
patients could respond. Patients who texted STOP or 7867
(easier option for those without smartphones) would be opted
out from the campaign and would not receive any further
messages. Dialogues included tailored information to customize
the message content (eg, name, date of birth, drug, pharmacy).

Patient information such as phone number, drug names, gender,
name, mobile opt-in, level of adherence, and date of birth was
used in 2 ways: to tailor message content for patients and initiate
reminder dialogues to patients based on exclusion and
combination logic. This logic helped avoid duplication and
over-messaging (eg, member on multiple lists or multiple drugs
would still receive a single dialogue). Patient information was
provided weekly from the integrated health system and was
used to perform dialogue assignments every week.

Refill Requests and Processing
Refill requests, questions, and concerns were handled by the
pharmacy staff with a total of 8 staff members being trained on
how to use the Engagement Console. To process refill requests
or other concerns, staff would log on to a personalized view of
the Engagement Console (based on their assigned medical
center) and would be able to process any refill requests and
other follow-up actions by initiating text messages directly to
patients. They were provided with a list each week containing
action buckets such as “refill requests,” “change requests,” “date
of birth authentication failed or incomplete,” “help requests,”
“concerns about side effects,” and “other free text responses”
and prioritized their handling of these action items. Figure 2
provides a view of the Engagement Console. Additional images
of the Engagement Console are provided in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Initially, processing refill requests via the Engagement Console
took an average of 10 to 15 minutes. After the first week, time
needed to process refill requests via the Engagement Console
dropped to about 5 to 10 minutes per patient.

Results
Refill Request Rate
Our primary process measure was the number of refill requests.
Of 13,195 dialogues initiated, we received a total of 2405 text
messages requesting refills (Table 2). These requests were then
processed by the pharmacy team and tracked separately.

Table 3 shows the number of patients targeted and the
percentage who refilled by patient list. The refill request rate
was highest for the Near Goal patients (1581/8206, 19.27%).
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Table 2. Refill request rate for text message group by month.

Refill request rate, %Refill requests, nRefill dialogues, nMonth

16.8211406776Month 1

20.286473190Month 2

19.146183229Month 3

18.23240513,1953-month total

Table 3. Refill request rate for text message group by adherence level.

Refill request rate, %Refill requests, nRefill dialogues, nAdherence level

19.4015928206Near Goal

16.04120748New Start

16.346934241Nonadherent

18.23240513,195Group total

Figure 3. Refills requests by hour from initial reminder.

Time to Request Refill
Of those who requested a refill, 37.33% (898/2405) did so within
2 hours of receiving the initial reminder, an additional 48.61%
(1169/2405) refilled within 24 hours (after also receiving the
2-hour reminder), and the remaining 14.05% (338/2405) refilled
after receiving the 24-hour reminder. As displayed in Figure 3,
there are spikes in refill activity immediately after the initial
message (0), after the 2-hour reminder (2), and the 24-hour
reminder (24). On average, members engaged within 24 minutes
of getting the first message, and the median time to move
through the refill process after engaging was less than 2 minutes.

Refill reminder dialogues were initiated between 10 am and
noon on Wednesdays and Thursdays to allow for a reasonable
time frame within which patients could respond. The bulk of
refill requests (2210/2405, 91.89%) were made between the

hours of 10 am and 6 pm (Figure 4). A majority of responses
were received within the first 4 hours, and 81.12% (1951/2405)
of responses were received within the first 8 hours.

We tracked refill request processing by pharmacy staff (total of
8 KP staff members) and noted that they collectively processed
about 40 to 50 refills in an hour by the end of the first month
of the program. Anecdotal feedback from KP pharmacy staff
suggests that this improvement in processing refill requests has
allowed them to double monthly refills.

Refills Processed
Our primary outcome measure was the number of refills that
could be attributed to the text messaging. We were measuring
the incremental effect of text messages (in addition to usual
care) in increasing medication refills.
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Figure 4. Percentage of refills requests by time of day.

Table 4. Differences in refill rates between the text message and nontext message groups.

P valueDifference in refill rates
Percentage points

Nontext message group refill rate, %Text message group refill rate, %Month

.00112.2423.4935.73Month 1

.00113.4539.1052.55Month 2

.00110.8243.2354.05Month 3

.00114.0730.0144.083-month total

In the text message group, 12,272 patients received refill
reminders via text (in addition to other outreach) over the
3-month program, and 5410 (44.08%) of these patients refilled
their medication. The nontext message group of 76,068 patients
received flyers and other outreach but no text reminders, and
22,826 (30.01%) of these patients completed medication refills
(Table 4). The text message group refill rates were much higher
than the nontext message group rates, and the 14.07 percentage
point difference in refill rates between the 2 groups was
statistically significant (P<.001).

Opt-Out Rates
The opt-out rate can be calculated in multiple ways and ranges
from 1.02% to 5.09% depending on the calculation used. A total
of 505 patients opted out over the course of the 3-month
program. We have provided 3 different calculations in Table 5.

Here are the 3 different methods for calculating opt-out rates
and rationale for each:

• Message level: This opt-out metric is calculated by dividing
the number of members who opted out by the number of
messages all members received. This measure helps us
understand how long a member has stayed based on total
volume of messages.

• Dialogue level: This opt-out metric is calculated by dividing
the number of members who opted out by the number of
dialogues all members received. This looks at the entire
engagement in order to understand how well members
received the program.

• Member level: This is the most common opt-out metric and
is simply defined by dividing the number of members who
opted out by the number of members at the beginning of
the program. While this metric is useful, it does not factor
in either program length or message volume and therefore
presents a more coarse-grained view of member engagement
and program value.

Table 5. Opt-out rates.

Opt-out rate, %Basis, nApproach for calculating opt-outs

1.0249,590Message level, messages

3.8313,195Dialogue level, dialogues

5.099920Member level, patients
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Figure 5. Sentiment in patient responses.

Measuring User Experience
We analyzed patient free text responses to understand their
experience and be more responsive. To do this, we used natural
language processing to extract polarity, valence, and sentiment
(very positive, positive, neutral, negative, very negative). For
example, “Leave me alone” has a very different emotional tone
than “Thanks so much for the reminder!” As shown in Figure
5, the largest subgroup of responses was neutral (1812/3609,
50.21%), followed by positive (1057/3609, 29.28%), very
positive (434/3609, 12.03%), negative (301/3609, 8.34%), and
very negative (5/3609, 0.14%).

Ease of Use Survey Results
Another way in which we captured user experience was by
asking patients directly. Starting in month 2, when patients
completed a refill request, they received a confirmation message
and were asked “Was this refill process easy to use?”

This question was intended to measure whether the TAM
model’s “ease of use” consideration had been successfully
embedded in the refill dialogue solution. In designing for
usability, we had prioritized the importance of creating a
text-based refill dialogue that was easy to use, easy to learn, did
not cause users to generate many errors, and was helpful to
users. Over 70.02% (890/1271) of those who were presented
with the survey question completed it. Of the 890 unique patients
who completed the survey, 850 (95.51%) responded “Yes,” and
40 (4.49%) responded “No.”

Discussion
Principal Findings
We studied the value of an interactive text message refill
solution with a chronically ill and partially adherent or
nonadherent Medicare population and observed a difference of
14.07 percentage points in refill rates between the text message
group and comparison group (P<.001).

It is worth noting that patients in the texting group engaged at
a much higher rate than predicted. We had estimated that the
patient response rate would be between 10% and 20%, including
stop requests, help requests, date of birth authentication attempts
(successful and failed), refill requests, change requests, reasons
for not refilling, and other free text responses. Our target refill
request rate was 5% to 7% since we were messaging an older
patient population. At the same time, we hoped that the ease of
use of the refill dialogue might draw in more patients and nudge
them toward completing their refill requests.

The program results far exceeded our expectations. Throughout
the 3-month program, the response rate was around 37%, and
the 3-month average refill request rate was 18%. We had also
expected that since this was an older patient population the
response time span might be stretched out a little longer, but
this was not the case with over 80% of refill requests received
within 8 hours of the initial reminder.

We used rules and basic natural language processing to improve
recognition and handling of member responses over the course
of the program, cut down unprocessed free text responses from
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26% to under 16%, and reduced manual handling by pharmacy
staff.

Overall patient feedback was very favorable and sentiment
analysis of the responses revealed that patients were 5 times
more likely to express positive sentiment than negative
sentiment. Finally, almost 96% of the patients who completed
refills via text message indicated that the solution was easy to
use, and this strongly validated the TAM model and usability
considerations that guided our design of the refill dialogues.

Although a cost-effectiveness analysis was not performed,
interactive text messaging is inexpensive compared to manual
calls or robo-calls. Finally, the high response rates and highly
positive sentiment indicates improved patient engagement with
their health care provider.

Future Considerations
Our program incorporated basic demographic and psychographic
data but did not tailor workflows based on the social
determinants of health (ie, the conditions where people live,
learn, work, and play and how these conditions affect their
health risks and outcomes). This is an approach we plan to
expand and implement in future programs. For example, how
does living in a remote or rural area with no transportation
impact refill behavior? How is income associated with refill
rates? What about language and cultural barriers? This was a
racially and ethnically diverse patient population. While the
3-month program used only English dialogues, the next phase
would explore whether Spanish-speaking patients should be
targeted differently and should also consider cultural and
language barriers. We would also like to tailor content based
on health literacy levels.

In future programs, we hope to combine demographic data (zip
code, gender, age) with psychographic measures (adherence
levels, past refill behavior, barriers to adherence, self-efficacy,
stage of change, health beliefs) to develop a deeper
understanding of the population being targeted to uncover health
disparities and drive positive and sustained behavior change.

As we expand the program to other Kaiser Permanente regions,
we expect to rely more heavily on machine learning–based
natural language processing to improve recognition accuracy.
Our machine learning–based natural language processing
classifies a member’s response into most commonly occurring
categories which, in turn, triggers appropriate actions. We use
a model that is topic-specific and trained on data that is based
on a combination of responses received within the program and
gathered through other sources. While we also rely on human
intelligence to validate and handle outliers and unexpected
responses, our goal is to reduce manual processing of member
queries and responses to less than 5% in future programs.

Conclusion
Findings suggest that partially adherent or nonadherent Medicare
patients who receive interactive text message refill reminders
have significantly higher medication refill rates compared to
similar patients who do not receive text message refill reminders.
The program results demonstrate that this incremental value of
interactive text messages increased refill rates by 14.07
percentage points in Medicare patients.

Results of the program include increased refill rates and high
levels of patient engagement. These results should provide
insights for developing similar models that represent an elevated
standard of care within patient management.
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